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I. INTRODUCTION 8 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 9 

A. My name is Michael S. Abba.  My business address is 1800 West Main Street, Marion, 10 

Illinois 62959. 11 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 12 

A. I am the Director, Smart Grid Integration & System Improvement for Ameren Illinois 13 

Company d/b/a Ameren Illinois ("AIC," "Ameren Illinois" or "the Company"). 14 

Q. Please describe your educational background and relevant work experience. 15 

A. See my Statement of Qualifications, attached as an Appendix to this testimony. 16 

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony? 17 

A. First, I introduce the other Ameren Illinois witness who has filed direct testimony and 18 

exhibits in support of the Ameren Illinois’ Voltage Optimization Plan (the “VO Plan”), in 19 

accordance with the Illinois Public Utilities Act (the “Act”).  Second, I sponsor, explain and 20 

support the VO Plan, which is being filed with the Illinois Commerce Commission 21 

("Commission") for review and approval pursuant to Section 8-103B(b-20) of the Act.  Finally, I 22 

make certain policy requests that Ameren Illinois respectfully requests be granted by the 23 
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Commission in this proceeding, including those related to the evaluation, measurement and 24 

verification (“EM&V”) of the savings achieved by the VO Plan. 25 

Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits in support of your testimony? 26 

A. Yes.  Ameren Exhibit 1.1 comprises the VO Plan.  Ameren Exhibit 1.2 is an expert 27 

review of the VO Plan from engineering consultant Accenture. 28 

Q. Can you please summarize the recommendations you have with respect to the VO 29 

Plan? 30 

A. Yes, I recommend that the Commission: 31 

• Approve the VO Plan, as reflected in Ameren Exhibit 1.1; 32 

• Approve the proposed budget estimate; 33 

• Approve the proposed approach to determining which circuits are cost effective to 34 

deploy; 35 

• Approve the proposed 2018 – 2024 deployment schedule; 36 

• Approve the VO energy savings goals, as well as the proposed approach to 37 

calculating the estimated savings; and 38 

• Approve Ameren Illinois’ EM&V proposal as identified in the VO Plan. 39 

II. INTRODUCTION OF THE AMEREN ILLINOIS WITNESSES 40 

Q. Please introduce and summarize the testimony of the Ameren Illinois witnesses who 41 

have filed direct testimony and exhibits in support of the approval of the VO Plan. 42 

A. Ameren Exhibits 2.0-2.1 comprises the testimony and exhibits of Mr. Andrew Cottrell, 43 

Director at Applied Energy Group (“AEG”).  Mr. Cottrell addresses the VO Plan as it relates to 44 

the total resource cost (TRC) test used to determine the cost effectiveness of the VO Plan.  As 45 
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explained by Mr. Cottrell, the VO Plan is cost effective on multiple levels, including at the 46 

circuit level and the Plan level.  47 

III. VOLTAGE OPTIMIZATION PROVISIONS  48 

Q. Are you familiar with the with the voltage optimization standards provided for in 49 

the Act? 50 

A. Yes.  As Director of Smart Grid Integration and System Improvement, I have been 51 

directly involved with Ameren Illinois’ voltage optimization research, analysis, and deployment 52 

efforts since 2009.  I served as part of the team that developed and executed Ameren Illinois’ 53 

Pilot VO Project from 2010 – 2013.  I was also directly responsible for Ameren Illinois 54 

Infrastructure Investment Plan that was developed as a result of the Energy Infrastructure & 55 

Modernization Act, which includes a Primary Distribution Volt/VAR Control program.  I also 56 

co-lead the Ameren Illinois team responsible for analysis and implementation of the various 57 

operational aspects of the Future Energy Jobs Act for Ameren Illinois.  In this role, I have direct 58 

involvement with the development of the VO Plan proposed in this docket. 59 

Q. How does Ameren Illinois define “Voltage Optimization” for the purposes of its VO 60 

Plan? 61 

A. The Company defines “Voltage Optimization” as a combination of Volt / Var 62 

Optimization (“VVO”) and Conservation Voltage Reduction (“CVR”), which are implemented 63 

to first reduce the VAR flows on a circuit, and then lower the voltage to reduce end-used 64 

customer energy consumption and utility distribution system losses. VVO optimizes capacitor 65 

bank operations to improve power factor and reduce distribution system losses. CVR utilizes 66 

voltage regulators, transformer load tap changers and capacitors to control and reduce end-user 67 

voltages, which, in turn, lowers customers’ energy consumption.   68 
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Q. Are you familiar with the provisions of Section 8-103B(b-20) of the Act? 69 

A. Yes.  While I am not a lawyer, and therefore cannot offer any legal opinions, I have 70 

reviewed Section 8-103B(b-20) and have worked on the Company’s behalf to comply with the 71 

section.  In short, my understanding is that Section 8-103B(b-20) provided Ameren Illinois with 72 

placeholder values for voltage optimization measure energy savings to achieve through 2030.  73 

These placeholder values were also included in the Company’s recently approved EE Plan.  The 74 

law provided that Ameren Illinois would file a plan with the intention of replacing these 75 

placeholder values with values proposed by the Company in its Plan.  The Company has 76 

undergone a study to develop these revised savings values and this filing represents this effort.  77 

Q. Does the VO Plan seek to identify and achieve voltage optimization savings in 78 

accordance with Section 8-103B(b-20)? 79 

A. Yes.  Section 8-103B(b-20) requires Ameren Illinois to prepare and file a VO Plan that 80 

identifies the cost effective voltage optimization the Company plans to undertake through 81 

December 31, 2024.  The VO Plan that the Company has filed sets forth a prudent plan to design, 82 

deploy, and operate cost effective voltage optimization measures on the Ameren Illinois primary 83 

distribution system1.  Due to the complex nature of deploying voltage optimization measures and 84 

the fact that energy savings approved in this VO Plan will ultimately affect overall energy 85 

efficiency savings goals recently approved by the Commission pursuant to the Act, the Company 86 

also proposes a reasonable and appropriate EM&V strategy. 87 

                                                 
1 The primary distribution system is comprised of overhead and underground distribution circuits operated 

at voltages less than 34.5kV.  The most common distribution voltage levels are 4kV and12kV. 
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IV. VO PLAN DEVELOPMENT 88 

Q. How did the VO Plan get developed? 89 

A. Ameren Illinois convened a team of experts from within Ameren Illinois that has 90 

substantial experience in analyzing, developing, implementing and operating a voltage control 91 

infrastructure and systems for the distribution grid, including the Company’s experience 92 

implementing the previously Commission-approved VO Pilot Project.  Also, Ameren Illinois 93 

engaged external expertise from both Accenture and Applied Energy Group to support the plan 94 

development. 95 

Q. Has the Commission ordered Ameren Illinois to deploy a voltage optimization 96 

project in the past? 97 

A. Yes.  Ameren Illinois initially proposed piloting VO as a demand response initiative in its 98 

2010 Energy Efficiency plan.  In Docket 10-0568, the Commission ordered Ameren Illinois to 99 

conduct a pilot VO project to determine the benefits of wider adoption of such a program, and to 100 

consider both the energy efficiency and demand response capabilities of such a program.   101 

Q. Has the AIC VO Pilot project concluded? 102 

A. Yes.  Ameren Illinois conducted the pilot project on four test circuits from May of 2012 103 

through July 2013.  A final report was submitted to the Commission on November 1, 2013.  104 

Q. What were the results of the pilot project? 105 

A. The VO pilot project showed that delivered energy reduction occurred on the test circuits 106 

when the voltage was reduced, and provided an average ratio of percent energy reduction to 107 

percent voltage reduction in line with VO projects at 16 other electric distribution utilities.  This 108 

ratio is better known as a conservation voltage reduction ("CVR") factor.  The pilot proved the 109 

technical feasibility of implementing VO as an energy reduction measure on Ameren Illinois 110 
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circuits.  However, Ameren Illinois determined at the time that VO as a demand response 111 

initiative was not cost effective. 112 

Q. What conclusion did the Commission reach related to the VO pilot project? 113 

A. It appears from the Final Order issued in 13-0498 in December of 2013, the Commission 114 

concluded that neither a conservation voltage reduction nor VO program was cost effective as a 115 

demand response measure, and that energy efficiency funds should not have been used to fund 116 

VO or CVR programs at that time. 117 

Q. Please explain how AIC’s VO pilot program was considered in the development of 118 

the VO Plan proposed in this docket. 119 

A. Although in late 2013 the Commission determined at the time that VO or CVR was not 120 

cost effective as a demand response measure, the pilot did prove the feasibility of VO as an 121 

energy reduction measure.  It showed that Ameren Illinois was capable of operating circuits at a 122 

reduced voltage while still staying above proscribed minimum voltage limits.  It also yielded a 123 

validated CVR factor that could be considered in subsequent VO analysis.  The pilot provided 124 

the initial foundation for the further development of Ameren Illinois VO capabilities and 125 

strategies. 126 

V. THE VO PLAN 127 

Q. Can you please explain the process Ameren Illinois used in the development of the 128 

VO Plan? 129 

A. Yes.  As mentioned briefly above, Ameren Illinois has been researching and testing the 130 

feasibility and use of voltage optimization and conservation voltage reduction techniques to 131 

benefit our customers since 2010.  Ameren Illinois piloted VO on four test circuits in 2012 and 132 

2013 and proved the feasibility of using voltage reduction to reduce energy consumption on its 133 
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circuits.  Building from this pilot, and as part of the company’s Primary Distribution Voltage 134 

Optimization Program within its Infrastructure Investment Plan, Ameren Illinois was in the 135 

process of designing and planning the deployment of VO on an initial group of circuits in 2017 / 136 

2018.  So, when the FEJA was passed, Ameren Illinois already had an experienced team in place 137 

working on VO deployment.   138 

Q. What did the Company do next? 139 

A.  This experienced VO team was then slightly expanded and began reviewing the specific 140 

VO requirements identified in Section 8-103B(b-20), which included the timeframe of the 141 

investments (through 2024), the type of economic evaluation the plan should meet (total resource 142 

cost (TRC) economic test methodology consistent with other energy efficiency measures), the 15 143 

year measured life deemed for voltage optimization measures, and the cumulative persisting 144 

annual savings values identified in the Section.  Considering these requirements, the team then 145 

began a high level analysis of all potential circuits on which VO could be feasibly applied.   146 

Q. What did this analysis include? 147 

A. The first step was a review to determine on which circuits VO was applicable.  For those 148 

applicable circuits, the analysis then included an estimation of the fixed costs for computer and 149 

other systems that would be needed regardless of how many circuits were implemented, an 150 

estimation of the automation and communication investments that would be needed on each 151 

circuit, an estimation of the average circuit enhancement investments that would be needed on 152 

each circuit, an estimation of the yearly cost to operate and maintain VO on each circuit for the 153 

15 year life of the measure, an estimation of the average voltage reduction that could be achieved 154 

on each circuit, and an estimation of the reduced energy (MWh) consumption that could be 155 

realized from such a voltage reduction.   156 
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Q. Did the Company engage outside experts to assist with the development process? 157 

A. Yes.  Ameren Illinois engaged the external firm Accenture to act as a subject matter 158 

expert on the team and ultimately to support the plan development.  In summary, Accenture 159 

supported the Company’s cost and savings estimates, the CVR factor and percent voltage 160 

reduction used in the analysis, and the EM&V approach.   161 

Q. Did Accenture reach any conclusions upon their review of the proposed VO Plan? 162 

A. Yes.  As outlined in Exhibit 1.2, Accenture has concluded that the VO Plan uses 163 

assumptions consistent with other electric distribution utilities, provides a solid foundation for 164 

deployment while providing flexibility during implementation, and provides an EM&V approach 165 

that balances operational complexity with supporting measurement and verification rigor based 166 

on actual field measurement. 167 

Q. What did the Company do with the estimates of costs and savings from the analysis? 168 

A. These estimates were then provided by individual circuit to Mr. Andrew Cottrell of AEG 169 

to conduct the cost effectiveness analysis using the TRC test accepted in Illinois as the standard 170 

approach.  A detailed explanation of the TRC test performed by Mr. Cottrell as well as the 171 

meaning of the results is addressed in his testimony. 172 

Q. What did Mr. Cottrell’s analysis conclude? 173 

A. As explained by Mr. Cottrell, his analysis yielded a separate TRC test result for each 174 

circuit, which forms the basis of which circuits are cost effective when implementing VO.  175 

Circuits with a TRC value equal to or greater than 1.0 were considered cost effective and were 176 

included in the Plan’s cost and savings estimates.   177 

Q. How did the Company use the results of Mr. Cottrell’s TRC analysis? 178 
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A. After reviewing the estimated number of cost effective circuits and the associated dollar 179 

estimates, the team developed the multi-year VO Plan taking into account existing and necessary 180 

resources, capital funding availability, reasonable implementation ramp up, and the requirements 181 

in the law.  Ameren Exhibit 1.1 comprises the results of these efforts.      182 

Q. What is a CVR factor? 183 

A. A CVR factor is the average ratio of percent energy reduction to percent voltage 184 

reduction.  It is used to determine the amount of energy savings achieved through voltage 185 

optimization using the following equation:  Energy Savings (MWh) = Total Energy (MWh) X 186 

CVR factor X the percent change in voltage. 187 

Q. What CVR factor was used for the development of the VO Plan? 188 

A. A CVR factor of 0.8 was used in the development of the VO Plan. 189 

Q. How was this CVR factor selected? 190 

A. The 0.8 CVR factor was selected based on the results of Ameren Illinois’ 2012-2013 191 

pilot, and further supported by research and review of industry studies as well as guidance from 192 

Accenture.  As further illustrated in the Plan, a review of 16 utility projects throughout the 193 

country yielded an average CVR factor of 0.8.  This average CVR factor is also in line with 194 

Ameren Illinois’ pilot results.  Accenture also supported a CVR factor of 0.8 based on their 195 

experience with VO programs.  With the preponderance of both internal and external studies 196 

yielding a CVR factor of 0.8, Ameren Illinois is confident this is the appropriate value to use 197 

from the onset of deployment. 198 

Q. In the VO Plan, what is meant by the term “average voltage reduction”? 199 

A. The average voltage reduction is the change in average hourly voltage on a circuit from 200 

pre-VO deployment voltages to post VO deployment voltages.  To determine this change in 201 
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average hourly voltage, Ameren Illinois will collect the average voltage on the circuit for every 202 

hour of a year prior to VO deployment.  It will then collect the average voltage on the circuit at 203 

the same points of measurement for every hour of the first full year of VO operation and 204 

compare the two values to determine the average voltage reduction expressed as a percentage. 205 

Q. What average voltage reduction was used as the assumption for the development of 206 

the VO Plan? 207 

A. An average voltage reduction of 3% was used in the VO Plan development. 208 

Q. Why was this average voltage reduction used? 209 

A. A 3% voltage reduction was based on the results of Ameren Illinois’ 2012 -2013 VO 210 

Pilot and discussions with monitoring and control software vendors and utilities that have 211 

implemented their solutions.  While somewhat greater than some utility VO implementations 212 

have achieved, the Company believes this more aggressive percent voltage reduction is possible 213 

due to our existing operating practices and the proposed circuit enhancements in the Plan.  It is 214 

important to remember that this 3% voltage reduction is an estimated average across all circuits 215 

in the Plan and across all hours in a year for Plan development purposes.  Upon further, more 216 

detailed circuit by circuit analysis, some circuits may be capable of more, and some less.  There 217 

will also be periods of the year where a greater voltage reduction will be possible, and other 218 

periods of the year when the voltage reduction will be less.  Once VO is deployed on a circuit, it 219 

is Ameren Illinois’ intent to operate the circuit at the lowest prudent voltage possible for every 220 

hour of every year throughout the 15 year planned operation. 221 

Q. Were other average voltage reduction assumptions considered? 222 

A. Yes.  Initially a 2% average voltage reduction was considered.  This 2% average voltage 223 

reduction was based on initial discussions with potential monitoring and control software 224 
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vendors and follow-up discussions with utilities that had implemented such solutions.  It also 225 

represented a more conservative approach.  Upon further consideration of the 2012-2013 pilot 226 

results, and the addition of circuit enhancement work to the Plan, Ameren Illinois determined 227 

that the more aggressive 3% average voltage reduction was possible. 228 

Q. How many circuits will be impacted by the implementation of the VO Plan? 229 

A. It is estimated that 1,047 circuits will be cost effective for VO deployment.  This is based 230 

on the per circuit cost and savings estimates outlined in the plan.  It is important to note that 231 

while the Plan analysis determined a specific list of circuits that are estimated to be viable and 232 

cost effective, as detailed engineering analysis is done in subsequent years of the plan, the 233 

number of cost effective circuits will change, as well as which specific circuits ultimately are 234 

determined cost effective.   235 

Q. How were the circuits selected for deployment of the VO measures? 236 

A. The pool of potential circuits initially included all circuits below transmission voltages, 237 

or circuits at 69kV or below.  VO applications are typically feasible only to primary distribution 238 

circuit voltages (under 20 kV); circuits at 69kV and 34 kV (considered subtransmission or high-239 

voltage distribution) where quickly excluded from consideration.  This is due to their electric 240 

operating characteristics, in particular the fact that the 69kV and 34kV systems directly serve 241 

only a small number of predominantly industrial customers, are often operated as networked 242 

circuits, making voltage control unviable, and have no controllable voltage devices.  All circuits 243 

under 20 kV, (mainly 4kV and 12kV) where included in the pool and assumed viable for 244 

economic analysis.  This final pool consisted of 2,474 distribution circuits.  The TRC analysis 245 

was then used to determine which of these 2,474 circuits were cost effective.  Ultimately, 1,047 246 

circuits showed a TRC value at or above 1.0 and were chosen for inclusion in the plan. 247 
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Q. How are the circuits initially identified as cost effective distributed across the 248 

Ameren Illinois service territory? 249 

A. As explained in Section 4.8 of the VO Plan, the 1,047 circuits that are estimated to be 250 

cost effective are spread across all of Ameren Illinois’ service territory.  The 1,047 circuits serve 251 

approximately 64% of Ameren Illinois customers.  Unlike other energy efficiency programs, all 252 

customers served from these circuits will directly benefit from the savings achieved from VO 253 

without having to opt-in or take any action.  While data is not available to determine exact 254 

matches of the customers on these circuits to those customers in the top 20 Tier One2 255 

communities or who are otherwise below the poverty level, the 1,047 circuits estimated to be 256 

cost effective provide energy savings to customers in the top 20 Tier One communities.  Note 257 

that while AIC is not proposing to deploy VO on all circuits, AIC is proposing a Plan that 258 

incorporates all cost effective circuits; thus, the Plan incorporates the intention of providing 259 

shared benefits to all customers where the circuits are cost effective.   260 

VI. SUMMARY OF THE VO PLAN OBJECTIVES AND COMPONENTS  261 

Q. Please provide the high-level objectives of the VO Plan. 262 

A. The VO Plan, as reflected in Ameren Exhibit 1.1, is designed to comply with the 263 

provisions of Section 8-103B, provide a roadmap to implement the cost effective voltage 264 

optimization investments that AIC plans to undertake through December 31, 2024, as well as 265 

outline the reporting and evaluation, measurement, and verification methodology that will be 266 

used. 267 

                                                 
2 As defined in the "Impact and Process Evaluation of the 2016 (PY9) Ameren Illinois Company Home 

Efficiency Income Qualified Program”, dated December 28, 2017, by Opinion Dynamics. 
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Q. Can you please explain the components of the VO Plan? 268 

A. Yes, the VO Plan contains the following sections which conform to the requirements of 269 

Section 8-103B(b-20).  An executive summary is provided in Section 1.0.  Section 2.0 provides 270 

an introduction which gives an overview of the VO Plan.  Section 3.0 offers a detailed narrative 271 

including background on the VO Plan development.  Section 4.0 provides a detailed discussion 272 

of the plan development process, including feeder selection, savings determination, cost 273 

estimation, and TRC analysis.  Section 5.0 describes the timeframe for deployment and provides 274 

a schedule for implementation of the Plan.  Section 6.0 explains the voltage data collection 275 

methodology that will be used to evaluate, measure and verify savings.  Section 7.0 describes the 276 

reliable measurement and verification process that will be used to confirm Plan deployment and 277 

savings realization.  Section 8.0 briefly explains the manner in which the Company will report 278 

results of the Plan.  Finally, Section 9.0 explains the 2017 / 2018 implementation of the Plan that 279 

is already in progress as part of the Company’s EIMA Infrastructure Investment Plan.  280 

Q. What is the expected implementation budget for the VO Plan? 281 

A. The total implementation budget of the plan is estimated to be $122 M over the 7 year 282 

deployment.  This includes approximately $5 M for fixed support system investment, $111 M in 283 

distribution substation and circuit capital investment, and $6 M in construction related O&M. 284 

Q. How was this budget determined? 285 

A. The budget was determined by aggregating the estimated cost of fixed support systems, 286 

the estimated cost of automating capacitor and voltage controls on each circuit, and the estimated 287 

cost of necessary circuit enhancements for each circuit.   288 
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Q. Could that budget be adjusted in the future? 289 

A. Yes.  The $122 M is an estimate based on a high-level review and engineering analysis of 290 

1,047 cost effective circuits to deploy.  As a more detailed engineering analysis is done each year 291 

to determine which circuits are most appropriate to deploy, and a more detailed circuit level cost 292 

analysis is done, this total dollar amount may change, as well as the yearly estimated 293 

expenditures in the Plan may change.  From this more detailed yearly analysis, the number of 294 

circuits ultimately deployed in a given year may change from those outlined in the Plan, up or 295 

down.  296 

Q. How will the costs and expenses related to the VO Plan be recovered? 297 

A. As allowed under the Act, the costs incurred by Ameren Illinois to implement a 298 

Commission approved VO plan shall be recovered under the provisions of Article IX of Section 299 

16-108.5 of the Act.   300 

Q. What is the anticipated persistent cumulative annual energy savings expected as a 301 

result of Plan implementation? 302 

A. The Plan is expected to yield 422 GWh-yr of energy savings when fully deployed, which 303 

currently equates to 1.5% of cumulative persisting annual savings by year 2025.  Due to the 304 

deemed 15 year useful life, it is expected this level of savings will continue through 2033.   305 

Q. How does this estimated cumulative persisting annual energy savings compare to 306 

the annual energy savings provided in Section 8-103B(b-20)? 307 

A. Assuming a consistent baseline value of 27,960 GWH, the 1.5% of cumulative persisting 308 

annual energy savings is greater than the 1.0% identified in the law.  As shown in the table 309 

below, on a yearly basis, the VO Plan exceeds the percent persistent cumulative energy savings 310 

in the law every year except in 2019 as the Company ramps up the Plan implementation.   311 
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Year Ending 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 

Estimated Cumulative 
Persisting Annual Savings 
(MWh)  

0 7,650 59,994 128,433 201,725 275,006 348,287 421,568 

% Cumulative Persisting 
Annual Savings 0.00% 0.03% 0.21% 0.46% 0.72% 0.98% 1.25% 1.50% 

% Cumulative Persisting 
Annual Savings from 
Section 8-103B (b-20) of 
FEJA 

0.00% 0.17% 0.17% 0.33% 0.50% 0.67% 0.83% 1.00% 

 312 

Q. How does the Company propose the Commission “adjust” the cumulative persisting 313 

annual savings goals applicable to Ameren Illinois under Section 8-103B(b-15)? 314 

A. While I cannot offer a legal opinion, the Company proposes to use the approved VO 315 

savings amounts to adjust both the modified and unmodified cumulative persisting annual 316 

savings goals applicable to Ameren Illinois. 317 

VII. TIMEFRAME AND IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 318 

Q. Has the Company outlined a timeframe for deploying the VO measures identified in 319 

the Plan? 320 

A. Yes.  Ameren Illinois has laid out a timeframe for the plan starting with initial circuit 321 

deployment in 2017 & 2018, and running through final circuit deployment in 2024, with full 322 

achievement of the 1.5% cumulative persistent annual savings  by 2025.   323 

Q. What factors did the Company consider when developing a timeframe for 324 

deployment? 325 

A. The Company considered the language of Section 8-103B(b-20), which provides a 326 

voltage optimization investment end date of December 31, 2024, and also outlines annual 327 

cumulative persisting annual savings targets beginning in 2019 and running through 2025.  This 328 
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schedule also takes into account the necessary ramp-up time to develop the internal capabilities 329 

to deploy VO on the estimated 1,047 circuits, as well as a consistent manageable deployment 330 

after the ramp up. Finally, the schedule takes into account existing and necessary resources, 331 

capital funding availability, and the requirements in the law.    332 

Q. Has the Company developed a deployment schedule for the Plan? 333 

A. Yes. 334 

Q. What is the deployment schedule? 335 

A. As stated previously, the Company has already begun deploying VO on 19 circuits as 336 

part of its EIMA Infrastructure Investment Plan.  These circuits will be the initial circuits in its 337 

VO Plan.  VO projects for these circuits were engineered in 2017, and are being constructed in 338 

2017 and 2018.  Engineering will be done in 2018 on VO projects for an estimated 130 circuits 339 

that will be constructed in 2019, and fully operated and evaluated in 2020.  This three year 340 

engineer, construct, and operate / evaluate process will continue in subsequent years with an 341 

estimated 170 circuits constructed in 2020, and an estimated 182 circuits constructed in each 342 

year from 2021 through 2024.  343 

Q. Will the deployment schedule be adjusted during the implementation of the VO 344 

Plan? 345 

A. Yes, as needed upon more detailed analysis.  As explained above, upon more detailed 346 

engineering in subsequent years, the number of circuits deployed in a given year may vary from 347 

the Plan.   348 
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VIII. DATA COLLECTION & REPORTING RESULTS 349 

Q. Does the VO Plan outline what type of data will be collected as a part of the VO 350 

Plan implementation? 351 

A. Yes – Ameren Illinois will collect pre and post deployment average voltage data on each 352 

circuit during the design, construct, and operate/evaluate stages of circuit deployment.  This data 353 

will come from either AMI meters on the deployed circuit, or in cases where AMI has not yet 354 

been fully deployed on a circuit, from available SCADA from circuit devices such as substation 355 

transformer LTCs, substation regulators, or bell weather voltage meters on the circuit as 356 

available. 357 

Q. How will this voltage data be used? 358 

A. This pre- and post- voltage data will be used to determine the percent average voltage 359 

reduction achieved on each circuit in the initial year of deployment.  This percent average 360 

voltage reduction will then be used to determine the amount of energy savings achieved through 361 

voltage optimization using the equation previously mentioned:  Energy Savings (MWh) = Total 362 

Energy (MWh) X CVR factor X the percent change in voltage.  363 

Q. How will the Company report the data that is collected during the implementation 364 

of the VO Plan? 365 

A. The Company will leverage an independent third-party EM&V evaluator to review, 366 

verify, and report the annual data consistent with the approach used for Ameren Illinois’ Energy 367 

Efficiency programs.  The timing of this reporting will be consistent and in conjunction with the 368 

reporting for the Company’s energy efficiency programs. 369 
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IX. EM&V 370 

Q. Does the Company seek Commission approval of its identified method for EM&V of 371 

the energy savings of this VO Plan? 372 

A. Yes. 373 

Q. What is the proposed EM&V methodology? 374 

A. The methodology is a continuous operation approach that uses 1) the pilot and industry 375 

verified CVR factor of 0.8; 2) the average percent voltage reduction achieved in the initial full 376 

year of deployment on each circuit as compared to the pre-deployment average annual voltage; 377 

and 3) the circuit’s average delivered energy from 2014-2016.  During the initial full year of 378 

deployment, an independent third-party evaluation, measurement and verification evaluator will 379 

review and verify the percent voltage reduction achieved on each of the newly deployed circuits, 380 

and use each circuit’s average delivered 2014-2016 energy and the CVR factor of 0.8 to 381 

determine the energy savings on each circuit per the equation: Energy Savings (MWh) = Total 382 

Energy (MWh) X CVR factor X the percent change in voltage.  In each year after the initial full 383 

year of deployment, the independent third-party evaluator will verify that VO continued to be 384 

operated on the circuits deployed in previous years.  The independent third-party evaluator will 385 

then also determine and verify the ongoing cumulative energy savings per the Company 386 

proposed methodology, as approved by the Commission.  387 

Q. Is the use of a single average CVR factor of 0.8 valid to determine energy savings 388 

across all deployed circuits?  389 

A. Yes.  As explained above, a CVR factor of 0.8 is supported by the Company’s 2012-2013 390 

pilot, as well as confirmed by 16 other utility projects throughout the nation.  As illustrated from 391 

the results of the Company’s 2012-2013 pilot and the industry projects, the CVR factor will vary 392 
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circuit by circuit, year by year, season by season.  It would not be a prudent use of time and 393 

resources to determine an individual CVR factor for every circuit deployed, as this would 394 

involve a year’s worth of on/off or other valid testing methods which would reduce savings 395 

during the test year, and would only be truly valid for that given period of time.  Just like other 396 

energy efficiency programs that use mathematical analysis and sample tests to determine the 397 

average annual energy savings attributable across a broad implementation, using a proven 398 

average CVR factor across all circuits is an industry accepted valid approach. This is analogous 399 

to the way savings are attributed to LED light bulb programs.  For example, based on sample 400 

studies, the calculation of the average yearly savings of an LED light bulb assumes a number of 401 

operating hours, what type of bulb the LED is replacing, etc.  This savings is then attributed to 402 

every LED bulb distributed through the program, without a detailed review of if or how each 403 

particular customer actual operates the new LED light bulb.   404 

Q. But isn’t the CVR factor dependent on the way VO is deployed, so shouldn’t 405 

Ameren Illinois determine a CVR factor based on the parameters of the actual VO 406 

deployment? 407 

A. The CVR factor is an inherent characteristic of a circuit based on the types of customer 408 

devices on the circuit, and how they are operated, over a given period of time.  The method by 409 

which VO is deployed (how the voltage is monitored, controlled, reduced, etc.) is independent of 410 

and does not affect the basic circuit characteristics.  However, as a confirmation that the proven 411 

CVR factor of 0.8 is still valid for the VO deployment outlined in the plan, the Company plans to 412 

conduct a test in 2020 using appropriate analysis methods on a representative sample of the 413 

circuits deployed in 2019 (currently estimated at 130) to verify the CVR factor and confirm the 414 

relationship among typical circuit delivered energy, voltage, and other appropriate parameters.  415 
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The circuits for the sample will be selected using industry accepted approaches consistent with 416 

independent third party evaluator techniques.   417 

Q. How will any changes in the CVR factor resultant from this test in 2020 be used in 418 

conjunction with the Plan going forward? 419 

A. If the resultant CVR factor from the 2020 test differs materially from the 0.8 factor used 420 

in the Plan development, then Ameren Illinois will use the new CVR factor in all subsequent 421 

engineering and economic analysis beginning in 2021.  The 0.8 CVR factor will be used in the 422 

savings calculations for the full 15 years of operation for all circuits initially evaluated in 2022 or 423 

earlier.  Given the three year engineer, build, and operate/evaluate schedule outlined in the Plan, 424 

the new CVR factor would be incorporated into the energy savings evaluations for circuits with 425 

first year of full operation of 2023.  AIC will first have the opportunity to incorporate an adjusted 426 

CVR factor into engineering analysis during the 2021 assessment period.  The group of circuits 427 

engineered in 2021 will be constructed in 2022, and the first full year of VO operation will 428 

commence in 2023.  Thus, AIC will have the first opportunity to use the CVR factor test results 429 

for these circuits that begin VO operation in 2023.      430 

Q. Do you recommend using a materially different CVR factor resulting from the 2020 431 

tests for the evaluation of circuits operated in 2020?  432 

A. No.  With the multi-year deployment and operating nature inherent in VO projects, 433 

applying a new factor any sooner would be inappropriate, as economic analysis would have 434 

already been completed, circuits would have already been deployed, and investments already 435 

made—all based on the initial CVR factor, with no way to alter the operation nor resultant 436 

savings based on any new CVR factor.  The actions that should be taken based on a new CVR 437 
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factor determined in 2021 should be on a forward looking basis.  That is, on circuits being 438 

engineered, designed, and analyzed for cost effectiveness in 2021 and beyond.   439 

Q. Why is the Company basing the energy savings calculation on the 2014-2016 440 

average delivered energy on each circuit? 441 

A. The delivered energy on any given circuit will vary somewhat year by year based on the 442 

mix of customers served by the circuit, weather, local economic factors, effect of other energy 443 

efficiency programs, technology adoption by customers, and any other factor that affects 444 

customer’s consumption.  Since the cumulative persisting annual savings goals outlined in the 445 

law, and the Plan, are based on the total average delivered energy on the Ameren Illinois system 446 

from 2014-2016, then it is only logical to also base the energy savings on each circuit on the 447 

circuit’s average delivered 2014-2016 energy.  This approach attempts to eliminate the variables 448 

mentioned above and provides results consistent with other energy efficiency programs and the 449 

goals proscribed in the law.  450 

Q. Did the Company consider other EM&V methodologies? 451 

A. Yes.  The Company considered various options for CVR factor testing, voltage reduction 452 

verification, and delivered energy verification, using different techniques, over different periods 453 

of time and at various points in the deployment.  For the reasons outlined above, the Company 454 

determined that the proposed methodology was the most valid and prudent approach that 455 

balances cost, accuracy, savings achievement, and is consistent with EM&V methodologies used 456 

for energy efficiency programs. 457 

Q. Did the Company seek input on the proposed EM&V methodology? 458 

A. Yes.  The approach was reviewed by Accenture and by the Company’s current energy 459 

efficiency EM&V evaluator Opinion Dynamics Corporation (“ODC”), and their input was 460 
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considered in the development of the methodology.  Exhibit 1.2 is Accenture’s report that 461 

supports the appropriateness of the proposed approach. 462 

Q. Why was this EM&V methodology selected? 463 

A. As explained above, the Company believes that the proposed methodology was the most 464 

valid and prudent approach that balances cost, accuracy, and savings achievement and is 465 

consistent with EM&V methodologies used for energy efficiency programs. 466 

Q. Will this methodology provide an accurate reflection of the benefits provided by the 467 

VO Plan? 468 

A. Yes. 469 

X. CONCLUSION 470 

Q. Please summarize the conclusions of your direct testimony. 471 

A. The Ameren Illinois VO Plan as outlined in Exhibit 1.1 sets forth a prudent strategy to 472 

design, deploy, and operate cost effective voltage optimization solutions on the Ameren Illinois 473 

primary distribution system, along with an appropriate measurement and verification plan, while 474 

meeting all the requirements of the Act.  This approach allows Ameren Illinois to implement 475 

voltage optimization on all cost effective circuits in the AIC service territory to the benefit of as 476 

many of our customers as practical.  For the reasons I explain above, I recommend that the 477 

Commission: 478 

• Approve the VO Plan, as reflected in Ameren Exhibit 1.1; 479 

• Approve the proposed budget estimate; 480 

• Approve the proposed approach to determining which circuits are cost effective to 481 

deploy; 482 

• Approve the proposed 2018 – 2024 deployment schedule; 483 
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• Approve the VO energy savings goals, as well as the proposed approach to 484 

calculating the estimated savings; and 485 

• Approve Ameren Illinois’ EM&V proposal as identified in the VO Plan. 486 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 487 

A. Yes, it does. 488 
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APPENDIX 

STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 
MICHAEL S. ABBA 

My name is Michael S. Abba.  My business address is 1800 W. Main Street, Marion, 

Illinois 62959.  My current title is Director – Smart Grid Integration & System Improvement. 

My educational background consists of a Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering 

with minors in math and computer science from Southern Illinois University in Carbondale, 

Illinois in May of 1989, and a Master of Science degree in Electrical Engineering from Southern 

Illinois University in Carbondale Illinois in August of 1990.  I also obtained a Master of 

Business Administration from Southern Illinois University in Edwardsville, Illinois in 1994.    

I began my full-time employment as a Distribution Engineer with Central Illinois Public 

Service Company in July of 1990.  I performed electric line field engineering, analysis, and 

design duties until March 1991 when I took a job as an Industrial Services Engineer, responsible 

for the business relationship with large industrial, institutional, and commercial electric and gas 

customers, and the handling of new business expansion and rate inquires. 

In February of 1995 I joined a team responsible for the re-organization of the Central 

Illinois Public Service field operations organizational structure and procedures to improve 

customer service and improve efficiency.  This assignment led to a promotion to Business 

Improvement Consultant in which I was responsible for implementing new the new field 

operations structure, procedures, and systems as a result of the merger with Union Electric and 

the formation of Ameren.   

After the reorganization and merger work to form Ameren was completed, in October 

1998 I took the job of a Region Coordinating Supervisor, and later General Supervisor of 

Administration and Business Services, for the southern Illinois portion of the Ameren territory.  
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In these roles I was responsible for human resources, staffing, procedure and systems 

development, and clerical supervision. 

In February 2009 I was asked to take the role of Project Lead – Smart Grid for Ameren 

Illinois.  This role involved the development of Ameren Illinois smart grid related strategies, 

technologies, policies, and procedures, and technical support of smart grid related regulatory 

efforts.  In January 2012, I was promoted to Director – Smart Grid Integration & System 

Improvement, assuming responsibilities for all Ameren Illinois smart grid and innovation related 

initiatives and strategies, including development and implementation of Ameren Illinois 

Infrastructure Investment Plan and grid of the future initiatives. 
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	I. introduction
	Q. Please state your name and business address.
	A. My name is Michael S. Abba.  My business address is 1800 West Main Street, Marion, Illinois 62959.

	Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity?
	A. I am the Director, Smart Grid Integration & System Improvement for Ameren Illinois Company d/b/a Ameren Illinois ("AIC," "Ameren Illinois" or "the Company").

	Q. Please describe your educational background and relevant work experience.
	A. See my Statement of Qualifications, attached as an Appendix to this testimony.

	Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony?
	A. First, I introduce the other Ameren Illinois witness who has filed direct testimony and exhibits in support of the Ameren Illinois’ Voltage Optimization Plan (the “VO Plan”), in accordance with the Illinois Public Utilities Act (the “Act”).  Second...
	A. Yes.  Ameren Exhibit 1.1 comprises the VO Plan.  Ameren Exhibit 1.2 is an expert review of the VO Plan from engineering consultant Accenture.
	A. Yes, I recommend that the Commission:
	Approve the VO Plan, as reflected in Ameren Exhibit 1.1;
	Approve the proposed budget estimate;
	Approve the proposed approach to determining which circuits are cost effective to deploy;
	Approve the proposed 2018 – 2024 deployment schedule;
	Approve the VO energy savings goals, as well as the proposed approach to calculating the estimated savings; and
	Approve Ameren Illinois’ EM&V proposal as identified in the VO Plan.



	II. Introduction of the Ameren Illinois Witnesses
	Q. Please introduce and summarize the testimony of the Ameren Illinois witnesses who have filed direct testimony and exhibits in support of the approval of the VO Plan.
	A. Ameren Exhibits 2.0-2.1 comprises the testimony and exhibits of Mr. Andrew Cottrell, Director at Applied Energy Group (“AEG”).  Mr. Cottrell addresses the VO Plan as it relates to the total resource cost (TRC) test used to determine the cost effect...


	III. Voltage Optimization Provisions
	Q. Are you familiar with the with the voltage optimization standards provided for in the Act?
	A. Yes.  As Director of Smart Grid Integration and System Improvement, I have been directly involved with Ameren Illinois’ voltage optimization research, analysis, and deployment efforts since 2009.  I served as part of the team that developed and exe...

	Q. How does Ameren Illinois define “Voltage Optimization” for the purposes of its VO Plan?
	A. The Company defines “Voltage Optimization” as a combination of Volt / Var Optimization (“VVO”) and Conservation Voltage Reduction (“CVR”), which are implemented to first reduce the VAR flows on a circuit, and then lower the voltage to reduce end-us...

	Q. Are you familiar with the provisions of Section 8-103B(b-20) of the Act?
	A. Yes.  While I am not a lawyer, and therefore cannot offer any legal opinions, I have reviewed Section 8-103B(b-20) and have worked on the Company’s behalf to comply with the section.  In short, my understanding is that Section 8-103B(b-20) provided...

	Q. Does the VO Plan seek to identify and achieve voltage optimization savings in accordance with Section 8-103B(b-20)?
	A. Yes.  Section 8-103B(b-20) requires Ameren Illinois to prepare and file a VO Plan that identifies the cost effective voltage optimization the Company plans to undertake through December 31, 2024.  The VO Plan that the Company has filed sets forth a...


	IV. VO Plan Development
	Q. How did the VO Plan get developed?
	A. Ameren Illinois convened a team of experts from within Ameren Illinois that has substantial experience in analyzing, developing, implementing and operating a voltage control infrastructure and systems for the distribution grid, including the Compan...

	Q. Has the Commission ordered Ameren Illinois to deploy a voltage optimization project in the past?
	A. Yes.  Ameren Illinois initially proposed piloting VO as a demand response initiative in its 2010 Energy Efficiency plan.  In Docket 10-0568, the Commission ordered Ameren Illinois to conduct a pilot VO project to determine the benefits of wider ado...

	Q. Has the AIC VO Pilot project concluded?
	A. Yes.  Ameren Illinois conducted the pilot project on four test circuits from May of 2012 through July 2013.  A final report was submitted to the Commission on November 1, 2013.

	Q. What were the results of the pilot project?
	A. The VO pilot project showed that delivered energy reduction occurred on the test circuits when the voltage was reduced, and provided an average ratio of percent energy reduction to percent voltage reduction in line with VO projects at 16 other elec...

	Q. What conclusion did the Commission reach related to the VO pilot project?
	A. It appears from the Final Order issued in 13-0498 in December of 2013, the Commission concluded that neither a conservation voltage reduction nor VO program was cost effective as a demand response measure, and that energy efficiency funds should no...

	Q. Please explain how AIC’s VO pilot program was considered in the development of the VO Plan proposed in this docket.
	A. Although in late 2013 the Commission determined at the time that VO or CVR was not cost effective as a demand response measure, the pilot did prove the feasibility of VO as an energy reduction measure.  It showed that Ameren Illinois was capable of...


	V. The VO Plan
	Q. Can you please explain the process Ameren Illinois used in the development of the VO Plan?
	A. Yes.  As mentioned briefly above, Ameren Illinois has been researching and testing the feasibility and use of voltage optimization and conservation voltage reduction techniques to benefit our customers since 2010.  Ameren Illinois piloted VO on fou...

	Q. What did the Company do next?
	A.  This experienced VO team was then slightly expanded and began reviewing the specific VO requirements identified in Section 8-103B(b-20), which included the timeframe of the investments (through 2024), the type of economic evaluation the plan shoul...

	Q. What did this analysis include?
	Q. Did the Company engage outside experts to assist with the development process?
	A. Yes.  Ameren Illinois engaged the external firm Accenture to act as a subject matter expert on the team and ultimately to support the plan development.  In summary, Accenture supported the Company’s cost and savings estimates, the CVR factor and pe...

	Q. Did Accenture reach any conclusions upon their review of the proposed VO Plan?
	A. Yes.  As outlined in Exhibit 1.2, Accenture has concluded that the VO Plan uses assumptions consistent with other electric distribution utilities, provides a solid foundation for deployment while providing flexibility during implementation, and pro...

	Q. What did the Company do with the estimates of costs and savings from the analysis?
	A. These estimates were then provided by individual circuit to Mr. Andrew Cottrell of AEG to conduct the cost effectiveness analysis using the TRC test accepted in Illinois as the standard approach.  A detailed explanation of the TRC test performed by...

	Q. What did Mr. Cottrell’s analysis conclude?
	A. As explained by Mr. Cottrell, his analysis yielded a separate TRC test result for each circuit, which forms the basis of which circuits are cost effective when implementing VO.  Circuits with a TRC value equal to or greater than 1.0 were considered...

	Q. How did the Company use the results of Mr. Cottrell’s TRC analysis?
	A. After reviewing the estimated number of cost effective circuits and the associated dollar estimates, the team developed the multi-year VO Plan taking into account existing and necessary resources, capital funding availability, reasonable implementa...

	Q. What is a CVR factor?
	A. A CVR factor is the average ratio of percent energy reduction to percent voltage reduction.  It is used to determine the amount of energy savings achieved through voltage optimization using the following equation:  Energy Savings (MWh) = Total Ener...

	Q. What CVR factor was used for the development of the VO Plan?
	A. A CVR factor of 0.8 was used in the development of the VO Plan.

	Q. How was this CVR factor selected?
	A. The 0.8 CVR factor was selected based on the results of Ameren Illinois’ 2012-2013 pilot, and further supported by research and review of industry studies as well as guidance from Accenture.  As further illustrated in the Plan, a review of 16 utili...

	Q. In the VO Plan, what is meant by the term “average voltage reduction”?
	A. The average voltage reduction is the change in average hourly voltage on a circuit from pre-VO deployment voltages to post VO deployment voltages.  To determine this change in average hourly voltage, Ameren Illinois will collect the average voltage...

	Q. What average voltage reduction was used as the assumption for the development of the VO Plan?
	A. An average voltage reduction of 3% was used in the VO Plan development.

	Q. Why was this average voltage reduction used?
	A. A 3% voltage reduction was based on the results of Ameren Illinois’ 2012 -2013 VO Pilot and discussions with monitoring and control software vendors and utilities that have implemented their solutions.  While somewhat greater than some utility VO i...

	Q. Were other average voltage reduction assumptions considered?
	A. Yes.  Initially a 2% average voltage reduction was considered.  This 2% average voltage reduction was based on initial discussions with potential monitoring and control software vendors and follow-up discussions with utilities that had implemented ...

	Q. How many circuits will be impacted by the implementation of the VO Plan?
	A. It is estimated that 1,047 circuits will be cost effective for VO deployment.  This is based on the per circuit cost and savings estimates outlined in the plan.  It is important to note that while the Plan analysis determined a specific list of cir...

	Q. How were the circuits selected for deployment of the VO measures?
	A. The pool of potential circuits initially included all circuits below transmission voltages, or circuits at 69kV or below.  VO applications are typically feasible only to primary distribution circuit voltages (under 20 kV); circuits at 69kV and 34 k...

	Q. How are the circuits initially identified as cost effective distributed across the Ameren Illinois service territory?
	A. As explained in Section 4.8 of the VO Plan, the 1,047 circuits that are estimated to be cost effective are spread across all of Ameren Illinois’ service territory.  The 1,047 circuits serve approximately 64% of Ameren Illinois customers.  Unlike ot...


	VI. Summary of the VO Plan Objectives and Components
	Q. Please provide the high-level objectives of the VO Plan.
	A. The VO Plan, as reflected in Ameren Exhibit 1.1, is designed to comply with the provisions of Section 8-103B, provide a roadmap to implement the cost effective voltage optimization investments that AIC plans to undertake through December 31, 2024, ...

	Q. Can you please explain the components of the VO Plan?
	A. Yes, the VO Plan contains the following sections which conform to the requirements of Section 8-103B(b-20).  An executive summary is provided in Section 1.0.  Section 2.0 provides an introduction which gives an overview of the VO Plan.  Section 3.0...

	Q. What is the expected implementation budget for the VO Plan?
	A. The total implementation budget of the plan is estimated to be $122 M over the 7 year deployment.  This includes approximately $5 M for fixed support system investment, $111 M in distribution substation and circuit capital investment, and $6 M in c...

	Q. How was this budget determined?
	A. The budget was determined by aggregating the estimated cost of fixed support systems, the estimated cost of automating capacitor and voltage controls on each circuit, and the estimated cost of necessary circuit enhancements for each circuit.

	Q. Could that budget be adjusted in the future?
	A. Yes.  The $122 M is an estimate based on a high-level review and engineering analysis of 1,047 cost effective circuits to deploy.  As a more detailed engineering analysis is done each year to determine which circuits are most appropriate to deploy,...

	Q. How will the costs and expenses related to the VO Plan be recovered?
	A. As allowed under the Act, the costs incurred by Ameren Illinois to implement a Commission approved VO plan shall be recovered under the provisions of Article IX of Section 16-108.5 of the Act.

	Q. What is the anticipated persistent cumulative annual energy savings expected as a result of Plan implementation?
	A. The Plan is expected to yield 422 GWh-yr of energy savings when fully deployed, which currently equates to 1.5% of cumulative persisting annual savings by year 2025.  Due to the deemed 15 year useful life, it is expected this level of savings will ...

	Q. How does this estimated cumulative persisting annual energy savings compare to the annual energy savings provided in Section 8-103B(b-20)?
	A. Assuming a consistent baseline value of 27,960 GWH, the 1.5% of cumulative persisting annual energy savings is greater than the 1.0% identified in the law.  As shown in the table below, on a yearly basis, the VO Plan exceeds the percent persistent ...

	Q. How does the Company propose the Commission “adjust” the cumulative persisting annual savings goals applicable to Ameren Illinois under Section 8-103B(b-15)?
	A. While I cannot offer a legal opinion, the Company proposes to use the approved VO savings amounts to adjust both the modified and unmodified cumulative persisting annual savings goals applicable to Ameren Illinois.


	VII. Timeframe and Implementation Schedule
	Q. Has the Company outlined a timeframe for deploying the VO measures identified in the Plan?
	A. Yes.  Ameren Illinois has laid out a timeframe for the plan starting with initial circuit deployment in 2017 & 2018, and running through final circuit deployment in 2024, with full achievement of the 1.5% cumulative persistent annual savings  by 20...

	Q. What factors did the Company consider when developing a timeframe for deployment?
	A. The Company considered the language of Section 8-103B(b-20), which provides a voltage optimization investment end date of December 31, 2024, and also outlines annual cumulative persisting annual savings targets beginning in 2019 and running through...

	Q. Has the Company developed a deployment schedule for the Plan?
	A. Yes.

	Q. What is the deployment schedule?
	A. As stated previously, the Company has already begun deploying VO on 19 circuits as part of its EIMA Infrastructure Investment Plan.  These circuits will be the initial circuits in its VO Plan.  VO projects for these circuits were engineered in 2017...

	Q. Will the deployment schedule be adjusted during the implementation of the VO Plan?
	A. Yes, as needed upon more detailed analysis.  As explained above, upon more detailed engineering in subsequent years, the number of circuits deployed in a given year may vary from the Plan.


	VIII. Data Collection & Reporting Results
	Q. Does the VO Plan outline what type of data will be collected as a part of the VO Plan implementation?
	A. Yes – Ameren Illinois will collect pre and post deployment average voltage data on each circuit during the design, construct, and operate/evaluate stages of circuit deployment.  This data will come from either AMI meters on the deployed circuit, or...

	Q. How will this voltage data be used?
	A. This pre- and post- voltage data will be used to determine the percent average voltage reduction achieved on each circuit in the initial year of deployment.  This percent average voltage reduction will then be used to determine the amount of energy...

	Q. How will the Company report the data that is collected during the implementation of the VO Plan?
	A. The Company will leverage an independent third-party EM&V evaluator to review, verify, and report the annual data consistent with the approach used for Ameren Illinois’ Energy Efficiency programs.  The timing of this reporting will be consistent an...


	IX. EM&V
	Q. Does the Company seek Commission approval of its identified method for EM&V of the energy savings of this VO Plan?
	A. Yes.

	Q. What is the proposed EM&V methodology?
	A. The methodology is a continuous operation approach that uses 1) the pilot and industry verified CVR factor of 0.8; 2) the average percent voltage reduction achieved in the initial full year of deployment on each circuit as compared to the pre-deplo...

	Q. Is the use of a single average CVR factor of 0.8 valid to determine energy savings across all deployed circuits?
	A. Yes.  As explained above, a CVR factor of 0.8 is supported by the Company’s 2012-2013 pilot, as well as confirmed by 16 other utility projects throughout the nation.  As illustrated from the results of the Company’s 2012-2013 pilot and the industry...

	Q. But isn’t the CVR factor dependent on the way VO is deployed, so shouldn’t Ameren Illinois determine a CVR factor based on the parameters of the actual VO deployment?
	A. The CVR factor is an inherent characteristic of a circuit based on the types of customer devices on the circuit, and how they are operated, over a given period of time.  The method by which VO is deployed (how the voltage is monitored, controlled, ...

	Q. How will any changes in the CVR factor resultant from this test in 2020 be used in conjunction with the Plan going forward?
	A. If the resultant CVR factor from the 2020 test differs materially from the 0.8 factor used in the Plan development, then Ameren Illinois will use the new CVR factor in all subsequent engineering and economic analysis beginning in 2021.  The 0.8 CVR...

	Q. Do you recommend using a materially different CVR factor resulting from the 2020 tests for the evaluation of circuits operated in 2020?
	A. No.  With the multi-year deployment and operating nature inherent in VO projects, applying a new factor any sooner would be inappropriate, as economic analysis would have already been completed, circuits would have already been deployed, and invest...

	Q. Why is the Company basing the energy savings calculation on the 2014-2016 average delivered energy on each circuit?
	A. The delivered energy on any given circuit will vary somewhat year by year based on the mix of customers served by the circuit, weather, local economic factors, effect of other energy efficiency programs, technology adoption by customers, and any ot...

	Q. Did the Company consider other EM&V methodologies?
	A. Yes.  The Company considered various options for CVR factor testing, voltage reduction verification, and delivered energy verification, using different techniques, over different periods of time and at various points in the deployment.  For the rea...

	Q. Did the Company seek input on the proposed EM&V methodology?
	A. Yes.  The approach was reviewed by Accenture and by the Company’s current energy efficiency EM&V evaluator Opinion Dynamics Corporation (“ODC”), and their input was considered in the development of the methodology.  Exhibit 1.2 is Accenture’s repor...

	Q. Why was this EM&V methodology selected?
	A. As explained above, the Company believes that the proposed methodology was the most valid and prudent approach that balances cost, accuracy, and savings achievement and is consistent with EM&V methodologies used for energy efficiency programs.

	Q. Will this methodology provide an accurate reflection of the benefits provided by the VO Plan?
	A. Yes.


	X. CONCLUSION
	Q. Please summarize the conclusions of your direct testimony.
	A. The Ameren Illinois VO Plan as outlined in Exhibit 1.1 sets forth a prudent strategy to design, deploy, and operate cost effective voltage optimization solutions on the Ameren Illinois primary distribution system, along with an appropriate measurem...
	Approve the VO Plan, as reflected in Ameren Exhibit 1.1;
	Approve the proposed budget estimate;
	Approve the proposed approach to determining which circuits are cost effective to deploy;
	Approve the proposed 2018 – 2024 deployment schedule;
	Approve the VO energy savings goals, as well as the proposed approach to calculating the estimated savings; and
	Approve Ameren Illinois’ EM&V proposal as identified in the VO Plan.


	Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony?
	A. Yes, it does.
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